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a b s t r a c t

The high-pressure performance of lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM), LSM–zirconia, and LSM/ceria
composite electrodes was studied by impedance spectroscopy and dc methods. Electrode resistances
decreased in proportion to P(O2)1/2 for the LSM electrode in both cathodic and anodic directions to at
least 10 MPa (∼100 atm), a decrease that was attributed to dissociative oxygen adsorption and related
phenomena. For the LSM-20/zirconia composite electrode, resistances decreased in proportion to P(O2)1/4

across the entire pressure range considered. Two principal features appeared in the impedance spectra,
one that showed a P(O2)1/4 dependence attributed to charge transfer reactions, and a smaller feature that
athode
xygen electrode
ressure
olid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)

was nearly pressure-independent, possibly due to transport in the zirconia portion of the composite. For
the LSM-20/ceria composite electrode, resistances decreased as P(O2)0.3–0.4 at high pressure, depending
on temperature. Two features appeared in the impedance spectra: one at low to intermediate frequency
having a ∼P(O2)1/2 dependence and a second at high frequency having a ∼P(O2)1/4 dependence. These
features are attributed to dissociative oxygen adsorption and to charge transfer reactions, respectively.
Results suggest that cathodic losses can be substantially lowered by operation of solid oxide fuel cells at

ssure
greater than ambient pre

. Introduction

A combination of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and coal gasi-
er technologies, both of which are being developed with funding

rom the U.S. Department of Energy, is expected to produce elec-
ricity at greater than 50% efficiency (higher heating value or
HV) even with carbon sequestration [1–4]. When the high-

emperature exhaust gas from an SOFC system is used to drive a
as turbine, which would minimally affect fuel consumption, effi-
iencies greater than 65% have been projected [5–9]. An SOFC/GT
ybrid may require that the fuel cell operate at above ambient
i.e., 3–15 atm) pressures to provide useful input into the turbine
10–13].

SOFC performance has been shown to improve when operated
t pressures above ambient [10–15], where the extent of improve-
ent was greater than expected simply from an increased Nernst

otential. The cathode often limits the performance of SOFCs, espe-
ially for cell designs having very thin electrolytes [16], and so
ffers the greatest opportunity for improvement. For a cathode-

upported tubular fuel cell having an acceptor-doped lanthanum
anganite cathode and operated up to 1 MPa (∼10 atm), Virkar

t al. [15] concluded that a decrease in cell resistance with pres-
ure primarily was the result of lowered cathodic concentration
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polarization, which was modeled with a P(O2)−1 dependence. In
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy studies with electrolyte-
supported symmetric cells with lanthanum strontium manganite
(LSM) electrodes, Drevet et al. [17,18] found that electrode polar-
ization decreased with increased oxygen partial pressure up to
∼2 MPa, which was attributed to a pressure-induced increase
in oxygen ion transport through the cathode lattice. No further
changes in electrode performance were reported for pressures
greater than ∼2 MPa [17,18].

In this study, the performance of (La0.8Sr0.2)0.98MnO3 (LSM-
20), LSM-20/samaria-doped ceria composite, and LSM-20/yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) composite oxygen electrodes were
investigated as a function of oxygen partial pressure from 0.1 to
nearly 10 MPa, a pressure range for which very few experimental
data are available. LSM is perhaps the best known SOFC oxygen
electrode, and is favored because of its good thermal expansion
match to YSZ, good stability, high electrical conductivity and good
electrocatalytic activity [16,19,20]. LSM is primarily an electronic
conductor with minimal ionic conductivity [21], such that the elec-
trode charge transfer resistance scales as the triple-phase boundary
length [22]. Composites of LSM with YSZ [23–25] and with ceria
[26–30] provide better electrode performance than porous LSM

alone. The aim of this study is to provide electrode performance
information at high pressures that can be used to develop more
accurate models of SOFC/coal gasifier/gas turbine systems as well
as in systems where electrochemical compression is being consid-
ered.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:larry.pederson@pnl.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.02.057
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increased pressure at both temperatures, similar to dc results. The
Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit model used to fit impedance spectra.

. Experimental

Three electrode compositions were considered in this study:
1) (La0.8Sr0.2)0.98MnO3+ı or LSM-20, (2) a 50:50 vol.% composite
f LSM-20 and (Y2O3)0.08(ZrO2)0.92, and (3) a 50:50 vol.% compos-
te of LSM-20 and (Sm2O3)0.20(CeO2)0.80. Materials were prepared
sing glycine–nitrate combustion synthesis [31]. Nitrate salt stock
olutions of lanthanum, strontium, manganese, and iron were stan-
ardized by gravimetric and/or complexiometric methods, and
hen verified by inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy. After
ombustion, the resulting ash was calcined in air at 1200 ◦C for 2 h,
ollowed by attrition milling to reduce the average particle size to
1 �m.

Electrode inks were prepared by combining attrition-milled
owders with Heraeus V-006 binder in a 50:50 mixture in an
xakt 11671 three-roll mill. These inks were screen printed onto 8%
ttria–zirconia (DKKK 8YSZ) pellets that typically were 12 mm in
iameter and 2 mm in thickness. A 2 �m-thick samaria–ceria inter-

ayer was applied to minimize electrode interactions with the 8YSZ
lectrolyte. Identical electrode compositions comprised both the
orking and counter electrodes, which were sintered at 1100 ◦C

or 2 h. The cell design incorporated a Luggin-type gold reference
lectrode located approximately half-way through the thickness
f the electrolyte [32]. Platinum reference electrodes could not be
sed because oxidation occurred at high oxygen partial pressures.
ontact to the working electrode was made with a gold grid.

A high pressure cell was constructed using a 2 l Parr
nstrumentsTM stainless steel pressure vessel, capable of attaining
ressures to 13 MPa. A heating unit to accommodate an electro-
hemical cell was constructed to fit entirely within the pressure
essel. Electrode performance was evaluated by dc voltammetry, dc
urrent interrupt methods, and electrochemical impedance spec-
roscopy, using a SolartronTM Model 1260 Frequency Response
nalyzer and Model 1287 Electrochemical Interface. Spectra were
btained using an ac amplitude of 15 mV. Impedance spectra
ere fit to an equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 1 using

Plot/ZView software [33]. The model consists of a series resis-
ance that represents the contribution of the zirconia electrolyte, a
eries inductance that largely arises from electrical leads, and two
onstant-phase elements in parallel with a resistance, the latter of
hich represent electrodic processes.

. Results

.1. LSM-20 electrode polarization studies

.1.1. dc results
Current–potential responses for an LSM-20 oxygen electrode on

YSZ electrolyte were obtained at 750 and 850 ◦C in the oxygen par-
ial pressure range of 0.1 to nearly 10 MPa. Results obtained at 750 ◦C
re shown in Fig. 2. These polarization results were obtained by cur-
ent interrupt methods to eliminate ohmic losses associated with
he relatively thick electrolyte. Current densities corresponding to a
iven polarization loss in both cathodic and anodic directions con-

inued to increase as the oxygen partial pressure was increased
hroughout the pressure range considered. No evidence of the
xistence of a limiting pressure, above which no further improve-
ent occurred, was observed. Polarization curves were fit to the
Fig. 2. Current density versus polarization loss for an LSM-20 electrode on a YSZ
electrolyte at the indicated oxygen pressures at 750 ◦C, measured using current
interrupt methods.

Butler–Volmer equation [34]:

I

Io
= exp

(
˛a

F�

RT

)
− exp

(
−˛c

F�

RT

)
, (1)

where I, Io, ˛a, ˛c, F, �, R, and T are current density, exchange current
density, anodic charge transfer coefficient, cathodic charge transfer
coefficient, Faraday constant, overpotential, gas constant, and tem-
perature (K), respectively. The oxygen partial pressure dependence
of electrode polarization often is evaluated as a means of obtaining
information on the nature of rate-determining steps, represented
by

Rel = k(PO2 )−n, (2)

where Rel is the electrode resistance and k is a rate constant. At
low electrode polarization, the electrode resistance and equilibrium
exchange currents are related by

Rel = �

I
= 1

Io
(3)

Within experimental error, charge transfer coefficients ˛a and ˛c

remained unchanged as the oxygen partial pressure was increased,
with ˛a = 1.9 ± 0.2 and ˛c = 2.0 ± 0.3 at 750 ◦C, and with ˛a = 2.2 ± 0.3
and ˛c = 2.0 ± 0.3 at 850 ◦C. At the highest oxygen pressures, espe-
cially at 850 ◦C where the entire Butler–Volmer polarization curve
could not be established because of experimental current density
limitations, charge transfer coefficients ˛a and ˛c were assumed
to be 2.0 for the purpose of calculating exchange current densities.
Exchange current densities Io were found to increase approximately
as the square root of the oxygen partial pressure (n = 1/2) at both 750
and 850 ◦C, as is shown in Fig. 3. Exchange currents in anodic and
cathodic directions were experimentally indistinguishable.

3.1.2. Electrochemical impedance results
Electrochemical impedance spectra were obtained for each

combination of temperature and oxygen partial pressure included
in dc measurements. Nyquist and Bode plots for the LSM-20 oxy-
gen electrode at different oxygen partial pressures at 750 ◦C are
given in Fig. 4; similar trends were observed at 850 ◦C. These spec-
tra correspond to open-circuit conditions, which are comparable to
the reciprocal of equilibrium exchange currents determined by dc
methods. The width of impedance arcs in Nyquist plots provide a
measure of electrodic resistance, and decreased in magnitude with
ohmic resistance remained unchanged, as expected, represented
by a high frequency intercept that was independent of pressure.
Impedance spectra appeared to consist of two unresolved arcs, each
representing one or more electrodic processes. The presence of at
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ig. 3. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of the exchange current density for an
SM-20 electrode at 750 and 850 ◦C.

east two arcs was most visible at low temperatures and low oxygen
artial pressures, which is consistent with previous observations
35].

Impedance spectra were fit with the equivalent circuit model
hown in Fig. 1, to obtain corresponding electrodic resistances as

function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure. Results
f these fits, given in Fig. 5, show that electrodic contributions
ecreased approximately as P(O2)1/2 throughout the experimental
ressure range, which is consistent with trends in exchange current
ensities with pressure measured by dc current interrupt. The two
r more suppressed arcs could not be separated reliably, especially
t high pressures and high temperatures where the features were
ery small, so results shown in Fig. 5 are given only as the sum of
ll electrodic contributions.

.2. LSM-20/YSZ composite electrode polarization studies

.2.1. dc results

Current densities for an LSM-20/YSZ composite electrode

ncreased with increased oxygen partial pressure in the range of
.1–6 MPa, shown in Fig. 6 for tests performed at 800 ◦C. Cur-
ent densities in anodic and cathodic directions were similar, as
as found for LSM-20 electrodes. Charge transfer coefficients and

ig. 4. Electrochemical impedance spectra for an LSM-20 electrode on a YSZ elec-
rolyte at 750 ◦C under open circuit conditions at the indicated oxygen pressure
105 Pa). (a) Nyquist plot and (b) Bode plot.
Fig. 5. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of polarization resistance for an LSM-
20 electrode on a YSZ electrolyte, obtained at open circuit from electrochemical
impedance spectra.

exchange currents were calculated from the results of Fig. 6, using
Eq. (1). The anodic charge transfer coefficient ˛a was estimated
to be 1.0 ± 0.2 from polarization curves obtained at pressures
≤0.5 MPa. This value was used in the calculation of exchange
current densities at higher pressures, where practical current lim-
itations prevented the complete polarization curve from being
established. The cathodic charge transfer coefficient ˛c calcu-
lated from polarization curves collected at 5 MPa and lower was
1.2 ± 0.2, which is indistinguishable from results from anodic polar-
ization.

As with LSM, calculated exchange current densities Io increased
continuously with increased oxygen partial pressure, though less
quickly than found for LSM-20. As shown in Fig. 7, the exchange
current followed a P(O2)0.26 ± 0.02 dependence at 800 ◦C. Exchange
currents in anodic and cathodic directions were experimentally
indistinguishable.

3.2.2. Electrochemical impedance results
Impedance spectra obtained under open circuit conditions for an

LSM-20/YSZ composite electrode, given in Fig. 8, reveal at least two
features that show quite different oxygen partial pressure depen-
dencies. The feature at low frequency diminishes considerably with

increased pressure, while the feature at high frequency shows lit-
tle change over the same pressure range. These spectra were fit
to the equivalent circuit model of Fig. 1, the results of which are
given in Fig. 9. The overall resistance determined by impedance

Fig. 6. Current density versus polarization loss for an LSM-20/YSZ composite elec-
trode on a YSZ electrolyte at 800 ◦C at the indicated oxygen pressures, measured
using current interrupt methods.
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Fig. 7. Exchange current density versus oxygen partial pressure for an LSM-20/YSZ
composite electrode on a YSZ electrolyte at 800 ◦C.
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ig. 8. Electrochemical impedance spectra for an LSM-20/YSZ electrode on a YSZ
lectrolyte at 800 ◦C under open circuit conditions at the indicated oxygen pressure
105 Pa). (a) Nyquist plot and (b) Bode plot.
pectroscopy followed a P(O2)0.24 ± 0.02 dependence, which is in
ood agreement with the dc results. Fitted results for the low-
requency feature followed a P(O2)0.28 ± 0.03 dependence, which
annot be distinguished from the overall pressure dependence.

ig. 9. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of polarization resistance for an
SM-20/YSZ composite electrode obtained at open circuit from electrochemical
mpedance spectra.
Fig. 10. Current density versus polarization loss for an LSM-20/SDC composite elec-
trode on a YSZ electrolyte at 750 ◦C at the indicated oxygen pressures, measured
using current interrupt methods.

The high-frequency feature followed a P(O2)0.10 ± 0.05 dependence,
nearly independent of oxygen partial pressure.

3.3. LSM-20/SDC composite electrode polarization studies

3.3.1. dc results
Current densities for a LSM-20/SDC composite electrode also

were found to increase continuously with oxygen partial pressure
to at least 0.7 MPa, as is shown in Fig. 10 for results obtained at
750 ◦C. Similar responses to changes in pressure were observed at
850 ◦C, though with lower polarization loss. Exchange current den-
sities corresponding to a given polarization loss were considerably
higher for this mixed-conducting composite than for LSM-20 alone,
as were observed previously in performance studies conducted at
considerably lower oxygen partial pressures [26–30]. Current den-
sities in anodic and cathodic directions were indistinguishable, as
were found for LSM-20 and LSM/YSZ composite electrodes. Charge
transfer coefficients and exchange currents were calculated from
polarization curves using Eq. (1). Anodic and cathodic transfer coef-
ficients ˛a and ˛c were identically 1.1 ± 0.2 at 750 and 850 ◦C,
obtained for oxygen partial pressures ≤ 0.9 and ≤ 0.1 MPa, respec-
tively. This value was fixed in the calculation of exchange current
densities corresponding to higher oxygen partial pressures, where
practical current limitations prevented the complete polarization
curve from being obtained.

Exchange current densities increased continuously with
increased oxygen partial pressures at both temperatures, though
log–log slopes were not identical. As shown in Fig. 11, the exchange
current followed a P(O2)0.43 ± 0.03 dependence at 750 ◦C and a
P(O2)0.34 ± 0.04 dependence at 850 ◦C. Exchange currents in anodic
and cathodic directions were experimentally indistinguishable.

3.3.2. Electrochemical impedance results
Electrochemical impedance spectra for the LSM/ceria composite

electrode also showed a trend of continuously decreasing resis-
tance as the pressure of oxygen was increased. Nyquist and Bode
plots for this electrode at 750 ◦C are shown in Fig. 12, with similar
trends observed at 850 ◦C. Impedance spectra appeared to con-
sist of two features: one at higher frequency usually attributed
to charge transfer reactions and one at lower frequency usually
attributed to processes such as adsorption, dissociation, and dif-

fusion [24,35–37].

Impedance spectra again fit with the equivalent circuit model of
Fig. 1 to obtain corresponding electrodic resistances as a function
of temperature and oxygen partial pressure, the results of which
are shown in Fig. 13. The oxygen partial pressure dependence of
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Fig. 11. Exchange current density versus oxygen partial pressure for an LSM-20/SDC
composite electrode on a YSZ electrolyte at 750 and 850 ◦C.

Fig. 12. Electrochemical impedance spectra for an LSM-20/SDC electrode on a YSZ
electrolyte at 750 ◦C under open circuit conditions at the indicated oxygen pressure
(105 Pa). (a) Nyquist plot and (b) Bode plot.

Fig. 13. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of polarization resistance for an
LSM-20/SDC composite electrode obtained at open circuit from electrochemical
impedance spectra.
r Sources 191 (2009) 217–224 221

the overall polarization resistances was in good agreement with
trends in exchange currents determined by dc methods. At 750 ◦C,
the resistance associated with the low-frequency feature showed
a P(O2)0.50 ± 0.04 dependence, similar to that obtained for the LSM-
20 electrode, whereas the high-frequency feature followed a lower
P(O2)0.33 ± 0.03 dependence. At 850 ◦C, where the impedance spectra
were dominated by the high-frequency feature, the overall elec-
trodic resistance showed a P(O2)0.34 ± 0.03 dependence. Though only
two features were considered, each arc may represent more than
one process, as noted above.

4. Discussion

To summarize findings, exchange current densities varied with
oxygen partial pressure from n = ∼1/2 for an LSM-20 electrode
to n = ∼1/4 for an LSM-20/YSZ composite over broad ranges of
pressure. Intermediate results were observed for an LSM-20/ceria
composite electrode, where at least two processes having different
oxygen partial pressure dependences were similar in magnitude.
Polarization losses in anodic and cathodic directions were essen-
tially identical for each electrode composition. A comparison to the
results of previous studies and discussion of possible rate-limiting
steps for each electrode system follows.

4.1. LSM-20 electrodes: P(O2)1/2 dependence

Reversible oxygen reduction at the electrode/electrolyte inter-
face can be represented as

1
2 O2(g) + 2e′ + V••

o ↔ Ox
o, (4)

where O2(g), Ox
o, e′, and V••

o are gas-phase oxygen, oxygen in a reg-
ular lattice site in the YSZ electrolyte, an electron, and an oxygen
vacancy, respectively. At least three successive steps are necessary
for oxygen reduction to occur, including oxygen adsorption, diffu-
sion to the active site, and charge transfer, though as many as five
different rate-limiting processes may be present [24,35–37]. The
reverse (anodic) reaction does not necessarily occur at the same
rate as the forward (cathodic) reaction, as different rate-limiting
steps may be operative, and anodic and cathodic charge transfer
coefficients may neither have the same value nor remain constant
with changes in pressure (see Vayenas et al. [38], for example). In
this study where electrode polarization was kept relatively low, for-
ward and reverse reactions occurred at similar rates for all three
electrodes at all oxygen partial pressures evaluated, implying that
the rate-limiting step or steps were similar.

For the LSM-20 electrode, an oxygen partial pressure depen-
dence characterized by n = 1/2 has been observed in a number of
previous studies, most of which were conducted at pressures below
0.1 MPa. Siebert et al. obtained n = 0.5 for single-point electrodes
of LSM-10, LSM-30, and LSM-40 in contact with a YSZ electrolyte
for oxygen partial pressures in the range 1–105 Pa at low elec-
trode polarization, noted to be typical of metallic electrodes [37].
Under high cathodic polarization, a value of n = 3/8 was found.
Impedance spectra at low polarization were dominated by a single
arc with a summit frequency of 10–100 Hz. Siebert et al. concluded
that reaction rates were limited by dissociative oxygen adsorption
[37]. Tsuneyoshi et al. [39] and Tricker and Stobbs [40] similarly
reported n = 1/2 for LSM and lanthanum calcium manganite (LCM)
electrodes.

Oxygen partial pressure dependences both higher and lower

than n = 0.5 also have been reported for LSM and LCM electrodes.
Murray et al. obtained n = 0.14 for an LSM-20 thin film cathode
on a single crystal YSZ substrate for oxygen partial pressures less
than 0.1 MPa [35]. Impedance spectra obtained in air were domi-
nated by a single arc, with a summit frequency of 100–4000 Hz that
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ncreased with temperature. Results were interpreted as a limit-
ng reaction involving both oxygen adsorption and dissociation. An
dditional arc was observed at low pressures, with a slope of n = 0.8,
hat was attributed to a diffusion-limiting process [35]. Takeda et
l. found n = 3/4 for LSM-30 thin film electrodes sputtered onto YSZ
t low polarization [41], which also suggests a diffusion-limiting
rocess. Eguchi et al. found two arcs in studies of thin film LSM-40
lectrodes on YSZ, of which a low frequency feature was character-
zed by n = 1 (diffusion-limited) and of which the high frequency
eature followed n = 1/4 (charge transfer-limited) [42]. Virkar et al.
oncluded from a study of tubular, cathode-supported cell per-
ormance at high pressure that concentration polarization (n = 1)
ominated the performance of the cathode side [15]. The combina-
ion of a relatively thick cathode support and operation at practical
urrent densities [15] clearly elevated the importance of concen-
ration polarization contributions relative to electrode kinetics at
ow polarization. Concentration polarization contributions in this
tudy are eliminated through the use of pure oxygen rather than
ilute mixtures and modest current densities.

Drevet et al. studied the performance of LSM-35 electrodes on
YSZ electrolyte to high oxygen partial pressures by impedance

pectroscopy in a symmetric cell arrangement at low polarization
17,18]. Their results are consistent with n = ∼3/8 in the oxygen par-
ial pressure range of 0.1–2 MPa, with no further change in electrode
erformance above P(O2) = 2 MPa. This behavior was attributed to a

owered diffusional resistance at low pressure, transitioning to con-
rol by oxygen transport through bulk LSM at high pressure [17,18].
xygen mobility in LSM is quite low [43,44], however, in a structure
ominated by cation vacancies rather than oxygen ion vacancies
45,46].

For the LSM-20 electrode at low polarization, perhaps the sim-
lest explanation for the observation of n = 1/2 over a broad pressure
ange relates to oxygen adsorption equilibria. Oxygen adsorption
ay be either associative or dissociative:

2(g) + ad ↔ O2−ad (associative) (5)

2(g) + 2ad ↔ 2Oad (dissociative), (6)

here O2−ad and Oad represent an adsorbed oxygen molecule and
n adsorbed oxygen atom, respectively. Assuming that surface cov-
rage � can be expressed in the form of a Langmuir isotherm for
oth the dissociative and associative cases, and assuming that only
eutral species are present

�O2

(1 − �O2 )
= K(PO2 ) (associative) (7)

�O

(1 − �O)
= K(PO2 )1/2 (dissociative), (8)

here K is the Langmuir constant, and �O2 , �O are coverages of
olecular and atomic oxygen, respectively. Observed trends in

xchange current densities are consistent with dissociative adsorp-
ion Eq. (8), which increases as the square root of oxygen partial
ressure for (1 − �O) � �O Oxygen is believed to be primarily
dsorbed dissociatively on LSM [47], and others have concluded
hat oxygen reduction rates on substituted lanthanum manganite
lectrodes are limited by dissociative oxygen adsorption [37,39,40].
t high coverage, Eq. (8) also predicts that the amount of oxygen
dsorbed will be insensitive to pressure, which was not observed.
nsensitivity to pressure also may result if oxygen is adsorbed pri-
arily in forms other than neutral atoms or molecules: Fleig et al.
ecently showed that the P(O2) − � relation may be flattened consid-
rably if oxygen is present as charged ions, even at low coverages
48]. That n = 1/2 holds across a broad pressure range for LSM-20
lectrodes in this study implies that surface coverage remains rel-
tively low even to pressures approaching 10 MPa.
r Sources 191 (2009) 217–224

4.2. LSM-20/YSZ electrodes: P(O2)1/4 dependence

Composite electrodes comprised of LSM and YSZ offer consider-
ably lower electrode resistances than microporous LSM electrodes
alone [23,25,49]. For the LSM-20/YSZ composite electrode exam-
ined in this study, overall electrode resistances diminished and
exchange currents increased as n = ∼1/4 across a broad pressure
range and in both cathodic and anodic directions. This dependence
usually is interpreted as evidence for charge transfer as the rate-
limiting step. Similar oxygen partial pressure dependences have
been obtained in previous studies conducted at much lower pres-
sure. Murray et al. determined n = 0.29 for a thin film composite
electrode, which was attributed to oxygen dissociation and adsorp-
tion as rate-limiting steps [35]. An additional arc was noted in
the impedance spectra for the composite electrode in that study,
not visible for LSM alone, that showed no oxygen partial pressure
dependence. This arc, which increased with increased composite
thickness, was attributed to the resistance of YSZ grain boundaries
[35]. A similar feature was observed in the present study, with a very
small to no dependence on the oxygen partial pressure. Ostergard
and Mogensen reported a nearly identical value of n = 0.3 for the
overall resistance of an LSM/YSZ composite electrode prepared by
traditional methods [50]. Kim et al. determined n = 1/4 for a series
of LSM/YSZ composite electrodes, with a minimum polarization
resistance for 40–50 wt.% YSZ [51]. The rate-determining step was
attributed to surface diffusion of O− on LSM [51]. Similarly, Bebelis
et al. obtained an oxygen partial pressure dependence of n = 0.2 for
LSM/YSZ composites for pressures less than 0.1 MPa [26].

Jorgensen and Mogensen identified at least five different pro-
cesses that affected impedance spectra for LSM/YSZ composite
electrodes [24]. At least two steps relate to oxygen ion transport
across the LSM/YSZ interface and through YSZ in the composite
appear at high frequency, and are expected to have no oxygen partial
pressure dependence. A process dominated by dissociative adsorp-
tion, surface diffusion, and/or transfer of species at the triple-phase
boundary appears at intermediate frequency, with oxygen partial
pressure dependences ranging from n = 0.14–0.5 based on a litera-
ture survey [24]. A process related to diffusion in a stagnant gas layer
above the electrode appears at low frequency, with oxygen partial
pressure dependences in the range 0.06–0.1 MPa again based on
a literature assessment. Finally, an activation process that may be
related to the segregation of materials including impurities appears
at low frequency, and is expected to be insensitive to the oxygen
partial pressure [24]. Of these processes, gas diffusion in a stagnant
gas layer is clearly eliminated in this study, because of the use of
pure oxygen at high pressure.

Several models have been developed that describe processes
consistent with a reaction order of n = 1/4. Wang and Nowick devel-
oped the following expressions for exchange current densities
limited by charge transfer [52]:

Io = C
[
�ad(1 − �ad)

]1/2
(9)

Io = CK1/2
(P1/4

O2
)

(1 + K(P1/2
O2

))
, (10)

where C is a constant and K is the Langmuir constant. Eq. (10)
correctly yields n = +1/4 and n = −1/4 for low and high cover-
ages, respectively, for platinum electrodes. Site-limited adsorption

effects result in a decrease in oxygen reduction rates with increased
pressure for platinum electrodes at high coverage [52], not observed
in this work.

Winnubst et al. derived the following expressions for charge
transfer-limited exchange current densities for both associative and
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issociative adsorption cases [53]:

o ≈ �o(PO2 )−˛c/2(˛a+˛c) = (1 − �o)(PO2 )−˛a/2(˛a+˛c) (dissociative)

(11)

o ≈ �o(PO2 )−˛c/(˛a+˛c) = (1 − �o)(PO2 )−˛a/(˛a+˛c) (associative)

(12)

here ˛a, ˛c are charge transfer coefficients for anodic and cathodic
eactions, respectively. If the surface coverage is small such that
1 − �) ≈ 1, exchange currents are related to the oxygen partial pres-
ure by [53]:

o ≈ (PO2 )−˛a/(˛a+˛c) (dissociative) (13)

o ≈ (PO2 )−˛a/(˛a+˛c) (associative) (14)

For the case of ˛a = ˛c, consistent with the results of this study,
= 1/4 for dissociative adsorption and n = 1/2 for associative adsorp-

ion at low coverage. At high coverage, � ≈ 1, so exchange currents
ould be expected to decrease with increased oxygen partial pres-

ure [53]. Again, present results are more consistent with low rather
han high oxygen coverage. Observations that n = 1/2 for the LSM-
0 electrode may be explained by the associative adsorption case
nd Eq. (14), though previous studies have concluded that oxygen is
issociatively adsorbed on LSM [37,39,40]. A model was proposed
y Van Heuveln et al. that also leads to a prediction that n = 1/4, in
hich the transport of a singly charged oxygen adatom from the

dsorption site to the triple-phase boundary competes with charge
ransfer [54]. Though uncertainties remain concerning the mecha-
ism of oxygen reactions on LSM/YSZ composite electrodes, results

rom the present study are most consistent with a charge transfer-
imited reaction involving dissociatively adsorbed oxygen at low
overage, even to high pressures. An additional feature observed in
he impedance spectra at high frequency showed a very low oxygen
artial pressure dependence, and may result from grain boundary
onduction in YSZ, as suggested previously [35].

.3. LSM-20/SDC composite electrode: oxygen partial pressure
ependence between P(O2)1/4 and P(O2)1/2

As for composites with YSZ, LSM/SDC composite electrodes offer
onsiderably improved performance when compared to LSM alone
26–30]. Relatively few data on the oxygen partial pressure depen-
ence of LSM/SDC composite electrode performance are available.
he results of a study by Xu et al. [30] performed at ambient pres-
ures and below are in reasonably good agreement with the results
f the present study. Three arcs were found in the impedance spec-
ra: (1) an arc at high frequency showed essentially no oxygen
artial pressure dependence; (2) an arc at intermediate frequency
ielded n = 0.34, and (3) an arc at low frequency gave n = 0.60 [30]. In
he present study at 750 ◦C, the arc at intermediate frequency was
haracterized by n = 0.33 while that at low frequency gave n = 0.50.
he high-frequency arc was attributed to oxygen ion transfer from
he triple-phase boundary to the electrolyte, the intermediate fre-
uency arc to charge transfer reactions, and the low-frequency arc
o diffusion of O− along the LSM surface [30], following a mech-
nism first proposed by van Heuveln et al. [54]. For the overall
lectrode resistance at 750 ◦C, the oxygen partial pressure depen-
ence calculated from the results of Xu et al. [30] is n = ∼0.4, which

s very similar to that determined in this study (n = 0.41–0.43).
In the present work, the overall oxygen partial pressure depen-
ence of LSM/SDC electrode resistances (n = ∼0.3–0.4, depending
n temperature) was intermediate between that obtained for LSM-
0 electrodes (n = 1/2) and LSM/YSZ composite electrodes (n = 1/4).
t 750 ◦C, impedance spectra showed two principal features: an arc
t low frequency yielded an oxygen partial pressure dependence of
r Sources 191 (2009) 217–224 223

n = ∼1/2, and an arc at high frequency gave n = ∼1/3. At 850 ◦C, the
low frequency arc diminished in importance, such that the overall
resistance gave n = ∼1/3. The low- to intermediate-frequency fea-
ture is attributed to some combination of dissociative adsorption
and/or transfer of species at the triple-phase boundary, as has been
described for LSM [24,35,37,39,40]. Following similar assignments
made for LSM and LSM-composite electrodes from studies per-
formed at low pressures [24–26,30,35,51,54], the feature appearing
at high frequency is attributed to a charge transfer reaction, possi-
bly in competition with the diffusion of O−

ad species from adsorption
sites to the triple-phase boundary, as proposed previously [54]. The
relative importance of dissociative adsorption versus charge trans-
fer is not constant with changes in temperature and oxygen partial
pressure, among other factors, resulting in variations in observed
relations between overall electrodic resistances and oxygen partial
pressure.

5. Summary and conclusions

Electrode resistance and exchange current densities have been
determined as a function of oxygen partial pressure for LSM-20,
LSM-20/YSZ composite, and LSM-20/SDC composite electrodes.
Tests were performed in pure oxygen to pressures of nearly 10 MPa,
which eliminates concentration polarization contributions from
consideration. Results demonstrate that operation at elevated pres-
sures may be an effective means of lowering the cathodic resistance
in SOFCs, where cathode losses account for a significant fraction of
stack resistances.

For the LSM-20 electrode, resistances decreased in proportion
to P(O2)1/2 across a broad pressure range. Electrode resistances
determined from cathodic and anodic polarization were essen-
tially identical. Impedance spectra were dominated by a single
process, attributed to dissociative oxygen adsorption and related
phenomena. For the LSM-20/YSZ composite electrode, resistances
decreased in proportion to P(O2)1/4 across the entire pressure range
considered. Two principal features appeared in the impedance
spectra. An arc appearing at lower frequencies showed a ∼P(O2)1/4

dependence, which was attributed to charge transfer reactions
possibly in competition with the diffusion of O−

ad species from
adsorption sites to the triple-phase boundary. A second arc appear-
ing at higher frequency showed very low oxygen partial pressure
dependence, and may be the result of ion transport in the YSZ por-
tion of the composite. For the LSM-20/SDC composite electrode,
resistances decreased as P(O2)0.3–0.4 at high pressure, depending
on temperature. Two features appeared in the impedance spectra:
one at low to intermediate frequency having a P(O2)1/2 dependence,
and one at high frequency having a P(O2)1/4 dependence. These fea-
tures are attributed to dissociative oxygen adsorption and to charge
transfer reactions, respectively.

The result of this research shows that significant improvements
in electrochemical performance of an SOFC could result from oper-
ation above ambient pressure, from a lowering of the cathodic
contribution to overall cell inefficiencies. These gains are in addi-
tion to those due to Nernst potential effects. Integration of an SOFC
system with a gas turbine may require that the stack be operated at
elevated pressures. Of course, the additional cost of stack operation
above ambient pressures must be balanced against expected gains
in electrochemical performance.
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